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Abstract

Activity theory is the most prominent psychological theory of aging. This theory states that aging is a gradual shrinking away of the elderly from the previously assumed roles and hence replacement of the relinquished roles by the new ones is likely to help the elderly to have meaning in life, increases their life satisfaction and boosts their Self-esteem. Thus roles that are lost at the time of old age should be substituted by new roles and activities.

In light of this, it was hypothesized that the elderly having currently involved in different type of roles have better self-esteem, and more importantly that this is especially possible if role induction is a matter of choice than necessity.

A total of 227 elderly of age 55 years and above were considered from Yeka and Addis Ketema sub-cities to fill a questionnaire constructed to identify the type of roles assumed, level of engagements, reason of engagement and also assess their Self-esteem. The finding indicated that the elderly with multiple roles have the highest self-esteem and engagement in work role has no significant difference on Self-esteem. Those engaged in work roles by choice have the better self-esteem than those who are engaged by necessity and those engaged in family and social cultural roles have the highest Self-esteem than those engaged in work roles and those who are not involved. Accordingly it is recommended that the elderly should be encouraged to participate in multiple roles and by their choice.
CHAPTER ONE

1. Background

Old age is defined in different ways in different groups and societies. This is mainly because different criteria are used in defining aging. It can be defined biologically, functionally or chronologically depending on the society. Chronological age has little or no significance in defining old age in developing countries. According to (Gorman 1999, p.35) other socially constructed meanings of age such as the roles assigned to older people and also the loss of roles accompanying physical decline are very important in defining old age. Unlike the developed countries, old age in many developing countries is considered to begin at times when an individual becomes unable to have active participation.

Wainwright (2000) also stated that older people in Africa are identified by the roles or activities in which they are engaged. The inability to work is also regarded as an indicator of aging as opposing to a particular retirement age. Furthermore, life events such as becoming a grandparent and the inability to reproduce are used as markers of old age.

Internationally, old age is defined based on a chronological age. HAI stated that UN defines old persons as those aged 60 years and above. In Africa as well as in Ethiopia formal retirement age ranges between 55 to 60 years (HAI, 2001).
It is believed that the world’s population of the aged is rising. A cross-national research conducted in the United States indicated that during the year 2000 it was estimated that the number of persons aged 65 and above was 419 million persons which constituted 6.9 percent of the earth’s total population. Currently, the aging population is increasing by more than 750,000 people each month. During 2001, Italy was demographically the oldest of the world’s major 4 nations, with more than 18 percent of its population aged 65 and over. Other remarkably high levels of the aging population were seen in Sweden, Greece, Belgium, and Japan (Jester, 2001, pp. 31-32).

There is also an assumption that the increase in the population of aging is also becoming observable in developing countries. For instance, Help Age International pointed out that previously regarded as a fact of developed world; current figures show that 61% of the global population of people over 60 lives in developing countries. Today, 375 million people over the age of 60 live in the developing countries. By 2050, the figure will be 1500 million (HAI, 2004: P. 16). Similarly, it was noted on the Regional Intergovernmental Meeting on Aging for Africa held in Addis Ababa in 1983, that in African regions, most countries were on a substantial increase in those aged 60 and above (OAU, 1982).

According to the 1994 Population Census of Ethiopia, the proportion of the aged 55 years and above was 5.3% out of the total 53.84 million people and the number of people aged
65 and above was 1,696,980 which is 3.19% of the total population. On the other hand, those aged 80-89 and 90+ were 289,942 and 78,322 respectively. Out of the total elderly population aged 55 and above, 124,738 (61,660 male, 63,078 female) were living in Addis Ababa city. The total population of Addis Ababa was 2,112,737 of which 87,516 or 4.1% were old persons 60 and above. From the total numbers of old people in the regions, 85,674, and 97.9% were living in urban areas and 18,420 or 2% live in rural areas (CSA, 1994). HAI using the government census data stated that the actual numbers of older people in Ethiopia is expected to double in less than 25 years (HAI, 2004).

The increase in the population of the aged is considered as the result of different factors. Among others, the increase in the life expectancy is the major one. It is noted that today, due to the modernization and advancement of medical technology, people are living longer and mortality rate is declining. This makes the life expectancy to increase among all age groups and increase in the average age of the entire population (Moody, 1998).

Help age international (1999) indicated that the increase in life expectancy is not the phenomena of the developed countries, but rather it is also of developing world and pointed out that demographic phenomenon of the rapidly increasing elderly population is also becoming prominent in rural Ethiopia. This can be proved by the improvement in the average life expectancy in rural areas of Ethiopia which increased from 49 in 1970 to 52 years in 1984.
Due to the increase in the average life expectancy, the period of later life becomes extended and includes people of widely different generations. Hence, in developmental psychology, old age is divided into three stages. These are the young old, the middle old and the old old stages. Having this into consideration, regarding the problems of old age such as health and general being of the elderly and measures to be taken to solve the problems have been given due emphasis in different fields.

In psychology for instance, it is stated by activity theorists that activity at the time of old age is important for successful aging because it allows the elders remain active throughout the life span. Role losses like retirement and widowhood in old age deprives a person of social participation, social identity and a sense of self-esteem. Hence, the theory stated that engagement in activities at the time of old age helps old people regain their sense of identity and self-concept. Thus the loss of roles like retirement and widowhood during old age should be substituted by other new roles including responsibilities (Roadrurg, 1985).

The situation seems a blessing in disguise for Africa. It is stated that in Africa, the majority of older people continue to work until they are physically unable to work. WHO as cited in Wainwright (2000) pointed out that in the year 1993, between 74-91 percent of people over the age of 65 were found to work in 20 African countries (P, 22).
The fact that the elderly in Ethiopia are engaged in different work activities is also shown in the 1994 Housing and Population Census. It was indicated that out of the total population of the elderly aged 65+ (451,035), about 26.57% were pensioners and 1,078,440 (23.55%) were registered as economically active and about 841,618 (49.5%) self-employed (Population and housing census, 1994).

Some research investigations conducted on the elderly in Ethiopia still indicated that old people are engaged in various activities. For instance, HAI stated that the previous roles of the elderly are changing and given up by most old people and substituted by new roles. These roles are such as care taker of the children and grandchildren, financial supporters of their family, laborers, beggars etc (HAI, 2001).

Wainwright (2000) stated that the elderly in Ethiopia are traditionally given different roles to play in the society and thus are involved in different activities. In addition to this, he also mentioned that most of the elderly also take different roles and responsibilities by necessity rather than their choice. This is mainly because of the poor policy implementation, and the destruction of extended family support system due to poverty, HIV, and modernization (PP. 11-16).

In light of the above arguments, this research attempts to examine the extent to which engagements of the elderly in Addis Ababa, generally contributes to their self-esteem.
1.1 Statement of the problem

Researchers and theorists indicated the importance of activity on the psychological well being of the Elderly, but issues regarding the type, number of activities and the willingness of the individual have not been mentioned. They stated that activity in old age helps the elderly to maintain their sense of identity. This, however, depends on the type of activity being taken. Presently, the elderly in Ethiopia are engaged in different activities and that some studies already mentioned earlier, indicated that the previous cultural roles of the elderly are changing. This would then means that among others the elderly are possibly engaged in ways that are not in their expectations and will. Such forcibly engagements in activities may not contribute to self-esteem.

Accordingly, this paper tries to answer the following question.

1. How does the self-esteem of the elderly look like?
2. What are the activities in which the elderly are engaged?
3. What is the level of engagement of the elderly engaged in work activities?
4. Are the elderly engaging in work by choice or by necessity?
5. Is there a difference in the Self-esteem of the elderly who are engaged in work activities by their choice and those elderly who are engaged in work activities by necessity?
6. Is there a difference in the Self-esteem of the elderly who are engaged in different
type of roles and those who are not?

7. Which type of role contributes more to the Self-esteem?

1.2 Objective

- To assess the Self-esteem of the elderly engaged in different activities.
- To see if there is a difference in the Self-esteem of the elderly engaged in the
different roles and those who are not engaged.
- To assess the Self-esteem of the elderly who are engaged in work activities by
  necessity and by their choice.
- To see the type of role that is important for the Self-esteem.

1.3 Operational Definition

Role: The activities or duties (such as work, family and social cultural roles) in which the
elderly are involved.

Elderly: In this study, Elderly refers to those people aged 55 and above

Self-esteem: The elderly evaluations about themselves with regards to different
dimensions such as their social relationships, capabilities, worthiness and acceptance and
respect from others.
Non role: Those people who have reported that they are not engaged in any of the roles or are not engaged in any type of responsibilities.

- In the study, having no role means being dependent. The majority of those participants who have reported that they are not engaged in any of the roles are found to be dependent.

Engagement by choice: Those people who reported that they engage in work role for the sake of being active and spending their leisure time.

Engagement by Necessity: Those people, who reported that they are involved in work roles because they have no other sources of income, have small income that they work on order to increase their income.

Social cultural roles: Roles or activities that are culturally and traditionally given to the elderly in the society such as Iddir leader, Arbitrator etc.

Work roles: Any type of job in which the elderly is engaged to generate income.

In this study, participants who have reported that they are involved in only work roles and have no involvement in family and social cultural roles are those involved in begging, petty trade and Daily labor and other degraded type of roles in the community.

Familial roles: Duties or responsibilities of the elderly in the family.
1.4 Significance

Different researchers have investigated issues regarding childhood and adolescence in Ethiopia. When it comes to old age, little studies are found. The available researches conducted on late adulthood in Ethiopia emphasize on the poverty and health problems. It seems that attention has not been given to the psychological aspects of the elderly. Hence this paper is significant that it tries to assess the Self-esteem of the elderly with regards to their engagement in different activities.

1.5 Limitations

During data collection process, the respondents were resistant in reporting issues about their monthly income. Even if they were informed about the objective of the study, some respondents were not willing to provide information regarding income. The information they provide was invalid information. Another limitation of the study is that due to lack of enough samples, people who are involved only on the social-cultural roles and only on family roles are not found and hence not included in the study.

1.6 Acronyms

ESAW: European Study on Adult Well Being

CSA: Central Statistical Agony

HAI: Help Age International
2. Review of the Related Literature

In this part of the paper, some of the works of other researchers that are related to the study will be reviewed in three different parts. In the first part of the chapter, different theories regarding engagement and old age are reviewed. In the second part, some concepts are reviewed and finally different researches that are conducted in other countries and in Ethiopia are reviewed.

2.1 Theoretical Framework

There are different theories that emphasize on the psychological aspect of aging. Among these, activity theory is the one. The major premise of this theory is that activities in old age have important benefits and contribute for increased life satisfaction for everyone. The theory holds that people construct ideas about themselves from the things that they do and the roles that they fill in life. According to this theory people give up many roles as they age. These changes in roles challenges the idea people hold about themselves and may create a reduced sense of identity and drain the strength on one’s inner self. Hence people need to engage in activities that can be substitute roles for those that have been given up. Thus activities in late life are essential to restore one’s sense of self and boost one’s self-esteem (Cox, 1988).
Activity theorists argue that role losses in old age can deprive a person of social participation, social identity and a sense of self-esteem. Thus the roles that are given up should be substituted by new roles including responsibilities and obligations that would bring to old people a feeling of productive existence (Roadrurg, 1985).

The theory suggests that a person’s self concept is related to the roles held by that person and retiring may not be so harmful if the person actively maintains roles such as familial roles, recreational roles, volunteer and community roles. To maintain positive sense of self, the person must substitute new roles for those that are lost because of age (Beingtson and Kossuth, online).

Robert Havighurst formalized activity theory and stated that “it is neither normal nor natural for older people to become isolated and withdrawn. When they do it, it is often due to events beyond their control such as poor health and loss of close relatives.” The person who aged successfully is the one who stays active and resists loses of old age. He stated that to age successfully is to remain active through out old age. In general to age optimally means maintaining the activities of middle age for as long as possible and then finding substitutes for those that has to be given up (Quadagno, 1999: page 27).

On the other hand cognitive theory of aging stated that role loss or the very life events of old age such as retirement can bring different impact on the elderly. The cognitive
theorist Hane Thomae argues that it is perception of change rather than the actual change that has the most impact on behavior. For instance the same life event like retirement might be perceived by one person as loss and by another as a freedom from an oppressive work situation, hence they don’t need to find substitute role. How we perceive any event and thus our adjustment to the event depends on the cognitive, emotional and motivational factors.

On the other hand Robert Peck identified three adjustments of late adult hood. He expanded on Erickson’s discussion of psychological development in late life Integrity versus despair and emphasized three major adjustments that people make (Papalia and olds, 1994: 501).

Among the three adjustments mentioned two of them emphasized on the centrality of work in adjusting to the problems of old age. These are:

1. **Broader self definition Vs preoccupation with work roles.** Refers to the extent to which people define themselves in terms of their work. Peck stated that old people need to redefine their worth as a human. Retirees especially need to redefine and explore themselves and find other interests to take the place of work. Every one has to ask “am I a worthwhile person, only in so far as I can do a full
time job or can I be worthwhile in other different ways as a performer of several other roles and because of the kind of person I am.”

2. Transcendence of the body Vs preoccupation with the body. Refers to the degree to which physical decline creates the need for a second adjustment. Those who do not emphasize on perfect health and focuses on relationship and activities adjust better.

2.2 Conceptual Framework

As pointed out by activity theorists, roles change when one moves from one life course to another. For instance Cavanaugh (1990) stated that when we move from one stage of development to the next, new aspects will be added, some of the things in life remain the same and some will be changed. Due to these changes people are viewed differently by the society and hence behave differently. Role is one of the elements which help to define one’s place in a society and it contributes for the development of self concept. Rosow as cited by Cavanaugh stated that the concept of role is useful to define one’s position in a society as well as the behavioral expectations associated with these positions. He defines role as the activities which indicate one’s privileges and functions in the society (P. 330).
2.2.1 Roles of the elderly
It is stated that the role one takes depends on one’s age. Cavananaugh stated that age grades limit the roles one takes (ibid).

Role Loss: In Rosow’s view, old age is a time of loss of social identity arise from role loss and it is considered as a major issue in psychosocial development of the elderly. Role loss is used to understand depression and changes in relationships of the elderly. Moreover, it also indicates the difficulties experienced by the elderly in adjusting to the loss of meaningful roles such as work and spouse roles that arise from retirement and widowhood (ibid).

Roadrug (1985) stated that the major role loss in old age come with retirement and widowhood and it deprives a person of social participation, social identity and a sense of Self-esteem. Most activity theorists argue that role losses that are accompany old age should be substituted by new roles (P. 123)

Likewise Eitzen and Zinn (1989) stated that most old people leave their meaningful roles for one that is essentially devalued in a society. In old age role transition from a worker to retirement, from married to widowhood, etc takes place. Retirement whether forced or not involves the loss of a valued role. Moreover, the transition from wife to widow or husband to widower is an especially difficult change for an individual.
Older people in traditional societies have important roles such as educators of social values and cultural practices, as arbitrators within the family and community etc. As noted by OAU (1982), in Africa the aged has useful and meaningful roles to play with in the family. They serve as “spiritual and moral leaders of the family: as custodians of the family values and economic assets in land, livestock or forestry, as peacemakers in the society at large: as repositories of the collective wisdom of the society, and as the bond that held the community together”

There is an indication that these days, other than retirement, widowhood and social cultural roles, the roles of the elderly are changing for reasons. As stated by HAI, in countries where there is poverty, HIV, displacement, unemployment etc, the role of the extended family in caring and supporting the elderly is hampered and the previous role of the elderly is changing and given up by the elderly. Consequently, the elderly acquire different roles by necessity rather than by their choice (HAI, 2001).

On the other hand Wainwright. Abera, HAI stated that though the impact of modernization, HIV, poverty is diminishing the elderly traditional roles and extended family support system in urban area, still old people play their traditional roles of conflict resolution, midwives and socializing children. They are also involved in activities like care takers of children including looking after people living with AIDS and other
disabilities. Elderly women particularly play such roles as taking care of the sick, disabled children and husbands.

2.2.2 Self-esteem

Some of the definitions and explanations given by psychologists are the following. Rosenberg as cited by Gecas stated that the distinction between Self-esteem and self concept as self concept is the meaning which consists of the self as an object and gives structure and content like identity to the self-esteem. It is an individual’s representation of all of his or her self knowledge that is what an individual believes he is. It consists of beliefs, hypothesis and assumptions that the individual has about him. On the other hand self-esteem deals with the evaluative and emotional dimensions of self concept and self evaluations which are typically based on the broader aspects of self concept (Gecas, 1992, p. 4).

In general the difference between Self-esteem and self concept is shown by ESAW that self concept is the totality of self knowledge that one possesses about oneself where as Self-esteem is the evaluative component of self concept and it is the personal judgment of worthiness that is expressed in the attitudes the individual holds towards himself. (ESAW, 2006, p. 6)
Self-esteem by itself has its own components. Rosenberg as cited by Cast and Burke stated that Self-esteem is composed of two different dimensions, “competence and worth”. The competence dimension refers to the efficacy based Self-esteem which emphasizes on the degree to which people see themselves as capable. On the other hand the worth dimension refers to the worth based Self-esteem that emphasizes on the degree to which individuals feel they are person of value (Cast and Burke, 2002, pp. 1042).

2.2.3 Factors in Self-esteem

Different variables are considered as correlates of Self-esteem. For instance ESAW indicated that high Self-esteem is associated with good personal adjustment across the life span, personal autonomy, internal locus of control, setting appropriate goals coping well with criticism, having the skills to influence others and being accepted and approved by others etc. Moreover, it was also stated that Self-esteem is influenced by broader social factors as socioeconomic status (ESAW, 2006, p. 13).

It is also indicated that the provision of pension has positive impact on the well being of the elderly; when older people bring resources into the household, they are viewed as valuable family members rather than as a burden. Old people commented that having pension has given them a sense of self worth and increased their status and social recognition (HAI, 2004, p. 20).
Bandura on the other hand stated that the belief that people have about their capabilities are critical element. According to him how people behave can be predicted by the belief they hold about their capabilities which he called self efficacy beliefs or what they are actually capable of accomplishing. In addition to this, Rosenberg as cited by Demo pointed out that performance in work setting, occupational conditions and socioeconomic attainment are tied to personal efficacy and Self-esteem (Demo, 1992, p. 317).

2.2.4 Self-esteem of the Elderly

There is an assumption that Self-esteem declines at late adulthood and others stated that it is stable. There are few longitudinal studies that are conducted on the Self-esteem development. Demo stated that due to the absence of researches conducted on the Self-esteem of middle adulthood and old age, in most literatures, it is indicated that Self-esteem is consistent throughout adulthood and old age (Demo, 1992).

Some researchers who have conducted longitudinal research pointed out that self-esteem change throughout the life span. For instance moody stated that self-esteem varies throughout the lifespan with a person's success of occupational, intellectual and interpersonal dimensions. From the different dimensions of the self concept, one aspect of self concept that changes with age includes the activities an individual involve in. Hence, as we grow up and get older, we leave behind the earlier roles such as child,
Likewise demo stated that self concept is a process that fluctuates, that is stable but is also dynamic. Self attitudes change, fluctuate, stabilize revert to an earlier level and change again. Hence there are various life events that facilitate a stable self concept and also that disrupt self concept (Demo, 1992, p. 320).

Moreover Robin and Trzensniewski stated that throughout the life span Self-esteem inevitably increases and declines. The fluctuation in self-esteem results from changes in our social environments as well as maturational changes such as puberty and cognitive decline in old age. They pointed out that during childhood self-esteem is high among young children and gradually declines during late childhood and continue to decline during adolescence (Robin and Trzensniewski online).

During adulthood Self-esteem gradually increases due to the transitional point in adult life such as graduation from university, marriage job etc (ESAW, 2006, p.16). Similarly Robin and Trzensniewski stated that Self-esteem increases in adulthood and peaks around the age of 60 because during adulthood, individuals increasingly get the opportunity to occupy positions of power which might promote their feelings of self worth. (Robin and Trzensniewski) Demo also stated that in addition to the new roles that
are acquired in adulthood, many self doubts a person has will be erased, questions about oneself are answered and new goals and directions established which brings in a secure self concept and boosts a feeling of self worth (Demo, 1992, p 320).

Many agree that during old age self-esteem declines. ESAW, Robin and Trzensniewski, Demo and Moody state that the decline in Self-esteem occurs in old age due to the dramatic changes that occur including changes in roles like retirement and widowhood. But a research finding also indicated that given a stable environment and the ability of the individual to maintain the earlier self-esteem, despite the losses occurring in old age, Self-esteem can become stable (ESAW, 2006, pp :16-17).

This shift in self-esteem is also noted by Erik Erickson. He pointed out that as individuals grow older they begin to review their life long accomplishments and experiences leading in some cases to a more critical self appraisal which he calls ego despair and in other cases to increased self acceptance that is ego integrity. Hence, the developmental tendency of people to reflect back to their previous life increases in Self-esteem for some individuals but decreases for others (Cavananaugh, 1990, p. 249).

2.2.5 Religiosity and old age

It is indicated that during old age, people orient towards religion and religion has different purpose in the lives of the Elderly. Dave and Vincent stated that older people
tend to have always been more religious than the young. Older people always take God more seriously than their children (Dave and Vincent, 1998, p. 101).

Researchers use various characteristics and ways of expression of people in order to categorize them as religious or non-religious. Quadagno stated that there are various ways in which people express their religious involvement such as attending church, personal prayers, watching and listening religious programs etc. It is also indicated that an individual’s beliefs and attitudes towards religion are also a part of his or her religiosity (Quadagno, 1999, p. 209).

Different variables are considered to affect religious involvement. Roberts and Davidson pointed out that age and gender are related to religious involvement. Women and Older adults may be more religiously involved than men and younger adults. Moreover social relationship and religious beliefs are also associated with religious involvement. It is stated that the more interaction one has with other people in a religious group, the more involved one will become. Likewise, one’s religious beliefs concerning the supernatural and church affects the importance one attaches to religion and the extent of one’s participation in religious activities (Roberts and Davidson, 1984, p. 336).

Some researchers indicate that religiosity increases with age. On the contrary others indicated that religiosity is stable over time. For instance, Cox stated that though the majority of people indicate belief in God, a higher percentage of the elderly believe that
religion is important in one’s life and a higher percentage of them believe in immortality (Cox, 1988, p. 298).

On the other hand Moody stated that religiosity like other behavior tends to remain stable as people reach old age. Often one’s desire to search for meaning at the time of old age leads him or her to involve in religious activities. It is showed in most studies that there is a declining in frequency of church attendance after the age of 75 and although older people seem to disengage from some organized religious roles, they make up for this loss by strengthening their non organized religious activities such as personal; prayer, meditation and other forms of spirituality (Moody, 1998, p. 441).

**Benefits of Religion**

Different scholars mentioned the various use of religion for older people. Roberts and Davidson indicated that religion provides psychological support. It helps older people face and accept the inevitable death, find and maintain a sense of meaningfulness and significance in life. In addition to these, religious beliefs also help the aged to overcome many of the common problems of old age such as loneliness, grief and unhappiness (Roberts and Davidson, 1984, P. 335).

On the other hand Cox have stated that people’s commitment to religious beliefs tends to shape their attitudes, beliefs, opinions and values, gives greater life satisfactions. One of
the explanations for the importance of religious involvement in the lives of the elderly is that the church becomes a focal point of social integration and activity, providing them with a sense of integrity and well being (Cox, 1988, p. 298).

A positive correlation has been found between measures of well being and religious beliefs among the old. Those people with high levels of religious involvement also have higher levels of life satisfaction. In addition to this, religion helps older adults by reducing the impact of stress in late life illness, by providing a sense of order and meaning in life, offering social networks tied to religious groups, strengthening inner psychological resources such as Self-esteem (Moody, 1998, p. 442).

Similarly Quadagno also stated that “involvement in religion have positive impact on the adaptation of aging. It improves health, reduces disability, increases Self-esteem, reduces symptoms of depression and enhances life satisfaction, gives meaning to life, provides spiritual resources that help the frail elderly cope with loss and the coming death” (Quadagno, 1999, pp. 209-213).

2.3 Empirical Studies

There are only few researches conducted on the Self-esteem of the elderly. Some of the available researches conducted on the Self-esteem of the elderly are presented as follows. Among others one of the researches conducted on this issue is a research made by ESAW
(European Study on Adult Well Being). The research was conducted on 2000 people aged 50-90 from six west European countries. The result indicated that there is a linear decline in Self-esteem with age. It was also found out that work has a positive correlation with Self-esteem that working individuals reported higher Self-esteem than non working individuals. Moreover the study also found that living condition has a significant relationship with Self-esteem that is respondents who live alone report lower levels of Self-esteem than individuals living with others. On the other hand there was no significant difference between individuals living in rural and urban areas and participants from different ethnic groups (ESAW, 2006, P. 26).

On the contrary, a cross sectional study which was conducted by Morganti and others in 1998 on 450 people aged 14-80+ people indicated a general developmental pattern of increasing self evaluation. It indicated that the oldest groups have significantly higher self evaluations than the youngest groups. Another study conducted by Jaquish and Ripple on 218 white highly educated primary middle class people aged (18-84) found that there is a linear progression in self-esteem until late adulthood and adults aged 26-60 had higher self-esteem than the elderly. A further study conducted by Gov, Ortega, and Style on 2186 adults who are aged 18 and older found out that there is no significant relationship between self-esteem and age, but after adjusting for income, education sex and race, Self-esteem becomes higher among persons aged 75+, lower among those aged 55-74 followed by those 26-54 and lowest among those 18-25(ibid).
indicating that self-evaluation scores increased with age with the oldest groups reporting
significantly more favorable self-evaluations than the youngest group (Demo, 1992: PP,
314-315). Age or life stage alone doesn’t account for much variation in self-concept but
significant variation does occur among women aged 29-55 who have assumed different
life roles. (Ibid)

A study conducted in Australia on 1087 elderly aged 70-103 found that Self-esteem
decreases with age. Those participants who scored high Self-esteem were younger, have
higher income, are more educated and have less depression than those who scored lower
Self-esteem. The analysis showed that people aged 85 years or more had lower mean
Self-esteem for younger aged 70-74 and 75-79 age groups but the difference was
very small. Moreover the study also found out that the view that feeling useful and
competent may be related in important ways to the Self-esteem of older adults. There is a
strong association between competence, engagement, and involvement with others,
volunteering, performing chores for friends and Self-esteem (Ranzin, et al online).

Local Studies

There are few local studies that are conducted on old age. Most of the local studies that
are available are conducted on the issues related to poverty and health problems of the
elderly. In this research some of the studies that are seen as relevant to the topic are reviewed.

Traditionally, Wainwright (2000) stated that older people play a significant role in Ethiopia. They are involved in running Iddirs and being members of the elder’s council and this elder’s council is the most important external service giving organization with in the community. It is also an elected body and a major organization in settling disputes of Land and marriage and investigating local crimes. The judgment of the elderly in this council is widely respected. In general older men are responsible for teaching morality and religion. Moreover, they also perform marriage ceremony blessing children before the marriage ceremony. On the other hand older women are traditional healers, oral historians traditional birth attendants etc (P. 23)

Other than these traditional roles that are given to the elderly, today old people are involved in different work activities mostly by obligation rather than choice. HAI, Wainwright and Abera stated that the previous roles of the elderly are given up by most old people in Ethiopia and new roles are taken by the old people. HAI stated that the majority of the elderly have no secure income and various old people are leading their life in extreme poverty being involved in different type of works (HAI, 2001).

Abera also stated that the pension coverage in Ethiopia is limited only to employees under the public sector. This coverage compared to the total population is insignificant.
Hence the majority of the elderly lead their life being engaged in various work roles (Abera, 1985).

Wainwright on the other hand indicated that government pension in Ethiopia is extremely limited with only former employee of government and large scale private and public enterprises and even these provision is not satisfactory which starts at 50 birr per month hence very few people are benefiting from the pension in their old age (Wainwright, 2000, P.13). Thus, due to these and other factors many old people are engaged in different work activities.

HAI stated that many old people in Addis Ababa earn a living being engaged in different source of income such as labor services for others, begging, trading consumer items on the streets, caring fuel wood and preparing local beer. (HAI, 2001) On another study conducted by Wainwright, it is indicated that both sexes of the elderly are engaged in begging around the streets, church and mosque yards. Out of the total homeless population, 11% are people aged 50 and above. These old homeless people rely on begging and as a result 72% of them receive less than 2 birr per day and 21% receive 2-3 birr per day (Wainwright, 2000, P.7)

Research finding from sub Saharan Africa indicate the increasing role of grand parent as care taker of children orphaned by HIV/AIDS. About 30% of households in sub-Saharan
Africa are headed by an older person and over 65% of older headed households have at least one child under the age of 15 (HAI, 2004, pp17-18). National AIDS report of June 2001 as cited by HAI indicates that in Ethiopia there are over 750,000 AIDS orphans which is the world’s second highest number. The impact of HIV/AIDS on older people hampered the extended family and family support system. It is also creating new burdens for older people. Hence they are forced to provide economic, social and Psychological support to their sick children, grand children and family in general (HAI, 2001).

The elderly are also engaged in traditional medicine practice. It is believed that traditional healers are the most widely consulted health experts throughout Africa and are given high status in their communities because they have knowledge of cultural practice, are easily accessible and can also easily communicate with the local community (HAI, 2001).

In Ethiopia also, the elderly are involved in traditional medicine practice. HAI stated that traditional healers play great roles in providing psychological relief and care in time of illness. In both rural and urban Ethiopia, many people from different socio economic background rely on traditional medicine. This is also true in Addis Ababa. Tigist as cited by HAI stated that traditional healers are most often within the broad age category of 30-70 and most belonged to the age category of 50-59. On the other hand Daniel as cited by HAI indicated that during 2000, out of the famous twelve traditional healers in Addis Ababa, eleven were aged 55 and above (ibid).
In Ethiopia, the elderly participate in diverse roles that they financial and moral supporters for the young family members; they play decisive roles in managing the family, play an arbitration role in every societal conflict, they care for their grandchildren, children and for the sick family member (Abera, 1985).
CHAPTER THREE

3. Method

The research is a survey which assesses the Self-esteem of the elderly above the age of 55 and who is engaged in different activities, roles and responsibilities.

3.1 Data Source

3.1.1 Study Area

The study is conducted in Addis Ababa. Addis Ketema and Yeka Sub Cities were selected as study areas. The former was selected because the researcher found the kebele administrators who gave their permission to cooperate and Yeka was chosen for practical reasons in the sense that it is the researcher’s living place and is easy to access the respondents.

3.1.3. Sample

A total of 255 people above the age of 55 (142 male, 96 female) have participated in the study. The study population constitutes those elderly who are living in Yeka and Addis Ketema Sub cities. The participants were chosen based on some of the addresses given
from the Kebele administrative and from the pension hall at Addis Ketema Sub city. The participants were also taken from different housed, church and mosque yards in Yeka sub cities. Those available, who are above the age of 55 and willing to participate, were taken.

3.2 Tools

3.2.1 Measures
A questionnaire was set up in Amharic language to obtain data on six measures such as demographic characteristics, the respondent’s engagement level in work, social cultural, familial and religious activities and the level of their Self-esteem.

To test the religious involvement, six questions of the Davidson and Kudson religious involvement test from Roberts and Davidson (1984) with three point scale were taken and modified based on the context and level of understanding of the participants. The test includes six items in which three items measure the behavioral component and the rest three items measure the subjective components of the religious involvement. To measure the self-esteem, twenty questions that are applicable and meaningful in the cultural context of the respondents are constructed. Rosenberg’s and Kupersmith’s Self-esteem scales from Robinson and Shaver (1973) were referred as a guide to construct the items.
After the questionnaire was developed, it was shown to the expert. Then the items were again modified based on the feedbacks given by the expert on the content, language and applicability of the question.

3.2.2 Pre-testing

A pretest was conducted on 22 participants in order to check the clarity of items, and the reliability of the tests in the questionnaire.

During the pretest three types of Self-esteem tests (an open ended, a nominal scale and rating scale) were tested in order to decide and choose the type of test to which the elderly can reveal their feelings freely. Accordingly, after the pilot test was completed with the three types of Self-esteem tests, the one which showed variability among the respondents and which seemed easier for the respondents to disclose their feelings freely was the one with four point rating scale from never to very often. The problems that were observed with the other two types of items were for instance that when the respondents were given an open-ended item, they were resistant and hesitate to express their feelings and their answer was more of irrelevant. Likewise, the problem of the item with nominal scale (yes or no) was that the participants avoided selecting the scale that indicates negative self-evaluation and hence the score of the participants became more or less the same.
Moreover, after the pilot test, five questions with different type of problems were found and hence modified. Two items with ambiguity, one item for having repetitive idea and two other items for being sensitive issue for the respondents to reveal their feelings freely were the items found with problems. The four questions which were ambiguous and sensitive for the participants to answer were modified and the one which has repetitive idea was discarded. Items that were sensitive are those questions about the age and monthly income of the respondents. Hence to simplify this problem, the age and amount of income were put in ranges so that the participants choose the range which includes their age and income. Among the items that were ambiguous was the item that was asking about the retirement condition. For instance an item “Do you have pension?” was ambiguous that those who receives their husband’s or other relatives pension replied for having pension. Hence to overcome this problem, the item was modified to “Are you a retiree?”

The item “In what types of religious activities are you participating other than church or mosque worship activities?” was discarded for having repetitive idea.

The Chrombach α was calculated to check the reliability for the tests used to measure religious involvement and self-esteem and found that the indices were .7186 and .8654 respectively.
3.3 Procedures
Before administering the questionnaire, three data collectors were selected and informed about the criteria for choosing appropriate respondents. They were also briefed about the objectives of the study and some ethical considerations that need to be taken.

3.3.1 Administration
The Addis Ketema sub city Kebele 14 administrators were asked to support and provide information in order to get the appropriate respondents above the age of 55 in the area. The kebele administration gave the permission and some information about house addresses, Iddirs where respondents can be found and they also informed the date when pension would be paid for those elderly having pension in the Sub city. After duplicating the final version of the instrument and taking the house address and location of the pension hall and Iddirs, where the potential respondents were expected to be found, the data was collected. In addition from the addresses and pension hall, the researcher also took sample respondents from Yeka sub city at the church and mosque yards, different houses and also local beer selling house ("tej bet") where the elderly spend their time.

The sample was not selected randomly, and the researcher took respondents only from those who were available at the places mentioned earlier and willing to participate. While administering the questionnaire, the researcher collected data from the participants
explaining the purpose of the study and telling them that if they are not willing to provide information, they have the right not to participate.

In general the questionnaire was administered to a total of 255 elderly and those who are 55 years and above have participated in the data collection process. However 18 questionnaires were discarded after being filled out. Five people dropped out in the middle of the interview, 7 questionnaires were incomplete and six respondents had communication difficulty. Hence only the rest of 227 cases were considered.

3.3. 2 Data analysis

Data gathered from the questionnaire is presented in detail and analyzed quantitatively. Chi-square goodness of fit test was conducted to see the characteristics of the self-esteem score of the Elderly. One way analysis of variance is also employed to identify the significant difference among each variable. Pearson correlation and Partial Correlation was employed to identify the independent contribution of each type of roles on the self-esteem.
Demographic Characteristics

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Characteristics</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-60</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-65</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66-70</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-75</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-80</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80+</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 1000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500-1000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-499</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 50</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Religion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Educated</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read and Write</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Level</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Level</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Secondary</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Living Arrangement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse and children</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>42.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others/relatives</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Age:** A total of 227 elderly above the age of 55 are interviewed and as demonstrated on the above table, the mean age for the study is 63.33. The youngest participant in the study is 55 years old and the oldest is 88. Out of the total respondents, 33.9% (77) are between the age 55-60 which is the highest frequency followed by 61-55 29.1% (66). On the other
hand those respondents who are between the ages of 66-70 are 19.8% (45) and those between the age of 71-75 and 76-80 constitute 6.6% (15) and 5.7% (13) respectively.

Finally the least reported age group was those people who are above 80 years which is 4.4% (10) of the total sample.

**Sex:** The majority of the participants are male which constitute 60.4% (139) and the rest 39.6% (91) are female.

**Religion:** On the other hand, the 85.9% (175) participants are Christians while 13.2% (30) are Muslims.

**Living Arrangement:** The majority of the respondents 42.2% (97) reported that they live with their children and spouse, 17% (39) live alone, 29.6% (68) live with their children, and 9.6% (22) and 1.7% (4) live with their spouse and other relatives respectively.

**Education:** Out of the total participants 31.7% (73) are not educated where as 22.6% (52) read and write. The rest 27.8% (64), 7.4% (17) and 9.1% (21) have reported primary level, secondary and above secondary level education respectively.
CHAPTER FOUR

4. Finding

Data was processed from a total of 227 participants. The descriptive summary of the data is presented in table one and two.

4.1 Descriptive summary of the data

Table 2: Descriptive summary of religious involvement and Self-esteem scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involvement</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>score</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As stated in the previous chapter, the religious involvement was measured by a test with six items which have three rating scales from 1 to 3 and the expected mean is calculated adding and multiplying the mid point of the items measuring both the behavioral and subjective components of religious involvement. Hence it is found to be 36. On the other hand, self-esteem was measured by 20 items with four rating scales from 0-3 and the expected mean of self-esteem score is 30 which is computed by multiplying the number of items with the mid point of the scale 1.5.

In this study the mean self-esteem score of the sample is 33.77 and Std 10.82, where as the mean score of religious involvement is 42.95 and its Standard deviation is 20.86.
Table 3 Summary of the descriptive values of the actual self-esteem score in relation to the variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Actual Self-esteem score</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not working</td>
<td>33.5714</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>8.3985</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>working</td>
<td>33.9652</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>11.5310</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in Social cultural roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have participation</td>
<td>26.3564</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>8.2336</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>47.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have no participation</td>
<td>39.7143</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>7.0505</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have family role</td>
<td>26.3182</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>8.0723</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have no family role</td>
<td>38.4892</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>8.2289</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working by Necessity vs. Choice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessity</td>
<td>33.0204</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice</td>
<td>40.0000</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of engagement at work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low engagement</td>
<td>34.4348</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11.1674</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly engaged</td>
<td>39.2105</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8.7866</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely engaged</td>
<td>25.7353</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10.6410</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of roles assumed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non role</td>
<td>27.3208</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>5.2285</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work</td>
<td>23.2286</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8.7316</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>43.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family, culture</td>
<td>39.9455</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.2083</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work and other</td>
<td>31.0526</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.4252</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family, social and cultural and work</td>
<td>40.2769</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7.5571</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>27.2692</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>5.2659</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>23.2286</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8.7316</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>43.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two</td>
<td>37.5600</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>8.5570</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three</td>
<td>40.2769</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7.5571</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As indicated in table three, out of the total participants, about half of them 50.2 % (114) reported that they are working and the analysis indicates that there is no difference in the self-esteem score of the participants who are working and not working. The maximum score observed among working participants is 52 while 50 is for the participants who are not working. However, there is a difference in the mean score of the participants who have reported that they work by necessity and by choice. Those who work by choice have the highest mean score which is 40 where as for those working by necessity, it is 33.02.

There is also difference in the mean score of the participants with regards to their level of engagement at work. The highest mean score 39.20 is observed among participant engaged moderately and 34.43 and 25.43 observed among those whose engagement is low and those who are extremely engaged respectively.

There is also mean difference with regards to the type of roles the participants have. However, there is small difference observed among those who are involved in work, family and social cultural roles, and those involved in family and social-cultural roles, and both groups have the highest mean score from the rest of the groups.

Regarding the number of roles, the highest mean score, which is 40, is observed among those who have three roles, followed by 37 for those who have two roles.
4. 2 Self-esteem of the elderly.

As indicated in table one, the ideal mean of the population is expected to be 30 and the obtained mean of the total sample in the study is 33.77. Accordingly, this indicates that the Self-esteem of the elderly is positive in that it is better than the entire population. To test this and whether the observed difference among the participants differs significantly than what might be expected by chance, the chi-square goodness of fit test was employed and accordingly the following was obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total self esteem score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
<td>90.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig.</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result indicated that the chi-square value 90.34 with 43 degrees of freedom is significant at .000. This indicates, the observed difference is significant and represents difference in the population.
4.3 Type of roles and Self-esteem.

4.3.1 Engagement in Working Roles

Table 5 Work role and Self-esteem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason of Work</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Necessity</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Job</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Begging</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty Trade, Labor</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Business</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private organization Employee</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running Private Company</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of engagement</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low engagement</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Engagement</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Engagement</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6: ANOVA Self-esteem and Work

#### Necessity Vs Choice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>724.165</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>362.082</td>
<td>3.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>22271.9</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>99.428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22996.0</td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Type of Job

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>7604.300</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1086.329</td>
<td>15.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>15391.78</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>70.282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22996.0</td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Level of Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>3916.18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1305.395</td>
<td>15.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>19079.9</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>85.560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22996.0</td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the table 5 it is observed that out of the total participants, 50.2% (114) are working where as 49.8% (113) do not have work. With regards to the type of work the participants are engaged, the highly reported type of job is petty trade 68.2% (64) followed by small business 7.5%. (17) The rest 10.4% (12), 5.7% (13) and 3.5% (8) are beggars, private organization employees and owner of private company respectively. Statistically significant difference is observed in the Self-esteem of the participants who are involved in work roles in terms of the types of job they are working.

The level of engagement of the participants was measured by their working days and hour. Their level of engagement is grouped in to three categories as low high and extreme engagements. Those working at both day and night were given high score followed by those working at working hours and half a day and at night. Those participants who have reported that they work at night reported that they are guards. Compared to the guards who work at day time, those working at night have small level of engagement. Hence they are given the least score. Those who are working at night and twice a week were given the least score. Accordingly, the majority of the working elderly (52) 45.6% work in working days, (35) 30.7% of the participants have reported that they work daily. The rest (16)14% and (11) 9.8% have reported they work three days a week and once or twice a week. In addition to these, about (81)71.1% and (21)18.4% of the participants reported they work full day and half a day, (9)7% and (4)3.5% of the participants have reported that they work during the night time and both day and night time respectively. Results
from the one way analysis of Variance indicated that a statistically significant difference in the Self-esteem with regards to the level of engagement that is $F=15.257$, $P=.000$. The result from ANOVA indicated that reason of work or working by choice and necessity and type of job has significant difference on the Self-esteem and have $F=3.642$, $P=.028$ and $F=15.457$, $P=.000$ respectively. There is also a significant difference on the self esteem with regards to the level of engagement at work.
Table 7 Multiple Comparisons Scheffe test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Engagement at work</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(I) level of engagement at work</td>
<td>(J) level of engagement at work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low engagement</td>
<td>highly engaged</td>
<td>-4.7757</td>
<td>2.2850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extremely engaged</td>
<td>8.6995</td>
<td>2.4973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highly engaged</td>
<td>Extremely engaged</td>
<td>13.4752</td>
<td>2.0044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Job</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(I) type of job</td>
<td>(J) type of job</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>begging</td>
<td>petty trade</td>
<td>-8.8007</td>
<td>2.7641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labor/guard</td>
<td>-19.0307</td>
<td>3.1442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small business</td>
<td>-20.9657</td>
<td>3.2150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>employee of private organization</td>
<td>-24.3910</td>
<td>3.4136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>running private company</td>
<td>-23.2083</td>
<td>3.8921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petty trade</td>
<td>labor/guard</td>
<td>-10.2300</td>
<td>2.3254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small business</td>
<td>-12.1650</td>
<td>2.4203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>employee of private organization</td>
<td>-15.5903</td>
<td>2.6784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>running private company</td>
<td>-14.4076</td>
<td>3.2664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labor/guard</td>
<td>small business</td>
<td>-1.9350</td>
<td>2.8468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>employee of private organization</td>
<td>-5.3603</td>
<td>3.0692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>running private company</td>
<td>-4.1776</td>
<td>3.5939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small business</td>
<td>employee of private organization</td>
<td>-3.4253</td>
<td>3.1417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>running private company</td>
<td>-2.2426</td>
<td>3.6560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employee of private organization</td>
<td>running private company</td>
<td>1.1827</td>
<td>3.8317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After employing the ANOVA, post hoc Shefée multiple comparisons was employed to check the difference observed between different groups. Accordingly, the result showed that the mean difference between low engagement and extreme engagement and between high engagement and extreme engagement is significant.

Likewise, the post hoc comparison of means for the type of job indicated that begging and petty trade have a significant mean difference with all type of the jobs and there is no significant difference between begging and petty trade.

### 4.4 Social cultural roles and self-esteem.

**Table 8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social cultural roles</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No participation</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>45.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of social cultural role</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbitrator</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family association</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional healer</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iddir (Leader, Finance)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iddir, iqub, other</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iddir, other</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iddir arbitrator other</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbitrator and other</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in the above table, (124) 54.6% of the participants have participation in a social cultural roles and the rest (103) 45.45% of the participants do not. About (28) 23.2% of the participants have reported that they have the arbitrator role, (11) 8.8% reported they have role in family associations, others (6) 4.8% stated that they have role as a traditional healer and (9) 7.2%, (6) 4.8% of the participants reported that they have roles of Iddir and Iddir, Iqub and other socio-cultural role. The rest (21) 41.6%, (19) 15.2% and (25) 20% of the participants reported that they have participations in Iddir and other role, Iddir, arbitration and other socio cultural role and arbitrator and other socio cultural roles respectively. Involvement in Iqub and Iddir roles was measured in terms of participation in these associations having different roles and responsibilities such as secretary, auditor and fee collector, meeting coordinator etc.
social cultural role are significantly different from engagement in work and family or social cultural roles

4.7. **Number of role**

In this study, the participants are engaged in one or more type of roles. See the table below.

Table 15 Number of Roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>have no roles</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have one role</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two roles</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three roles</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated in table 14, the majority of the participants (75)33.0% are involved in two roles and (65) 28.6% are involved in three types of roles. The rest (35) 15.4% and (52) 22.9% are involved in one type role and not involved in any other type of role respectively.
ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>9916.191</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3305.397</td>
<td>56.354</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>13079.898</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>58.654</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22996.088</td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistically significant difference is observed in the Self-esteem of the elderly with regards to the number of roles they are involved.

Table 17 Schefee Test for number of roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>have no roles</td>
<td>have one role</td>
<td>4.0407</td>
<td>1.6745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>two roles</td>
<td>-10.2908</td>
<td>1.3820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>three roles</td>
<td>-13.0077</td>
<td>1.4249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have one role</td>
<td>two roles</td>
<td>-14.3314</td>
<td>1.5678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>three roles</td>
<td>-17.0484</td>
<td>1.6057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two roles</td>
<td>three roles</td>
<td>-2.7169</td>
<td>1.2979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

None role is significantly different from having two and three roles and one role is significantly different from two roles and three roles. There is no significant difference between having one role and non role.
4. 8 The type of roles that have better contribution for the Self-esteem

One of the objectives of the study is to identify the type of role which has better contribution to the Self-esteem of the elderly. To illustrate this, partial correlation was computed. Accordingly, the following is obtained.
Table 18 Partial Correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>working role</th>
<th>type of job</th>
<th>reason of work</th>
<th>level of engagement at work</th>
<th>social cultural role</th>
<th>Family role</th>
<th>total self esteem score</th>
<th>Type of roles</th>
<th>number of roles</th>
<th>Type of family role</th>
<th>Type of sociocultural role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age of the individual</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>educational level</td>
<td>-.031</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.208</td>
<td>.106</td>
<td>.1.94</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>.203</td>
<td>.316</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.174</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.098</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>-.032</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>-.086</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total religiosity score</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.115</td>
<td>.226</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retirement</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.234</td>
<td>.123</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.145</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>working role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type of job</td>
<td>.279</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reason of work</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level of engagement at work</td>
<td>.430</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social cultural role</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having children?</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family role</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of children</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total self esteem score</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of roles</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of roles</td>
<td>.106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With whom do you live</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of family role</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of sociocultural role</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The correlation values are rounded to two decimal places.
The result of the partial correlation indicated that Social-cultural role has a strong correlation with the self-esteem of the elderly followed by family role. This indicates that social cultural role and family role contribute better to the self esteem than work role. Other than the roles, religious involvement and educational level has a significant correlation with self esteem.
CHAPTER FIVE

5. Discussion

This part of the paper discusses the findings of the study in light of other researches and theories. Each of the questions that was planned to be covered in the paper will be answered. First, the type of activities and roles of the elderly and then its relationship with the Self-esteem shall be seen.

5.1 The Self-esteem of the elderly

As was mentioned in table three, there is a significant difference in the Self-esteem among the elderly. The chi-square goodness of fit test result shows that this difference is also observed in the entire population. Moreover the mean score of the elderly is 33.77 whereas the expected mean of the entire population is 30. Hence this implies that the Self-esteem of the elderly is positive or better than the entire population. This finding is similar with a research conducted by Morganti which states that the Self-esteem increases with age and old people have significantly the highest self-esteem than the other groups. (ESAW, 2006, p. 26)
5.2 Roles and Activities of the elderly

The finding of the study indicated that the elderly are engaged in different types of roles and activities. The major activities in which the elderly are engaged are found to be work roles, social cultural roles and family roles. Some respondents reported that they are involved in a single role and some reported they are engaged in two or all of the three roles. The study revealed that the elderly are engaged in social cultural roles and other roles such as work and family. This is also indicated by HAI that these days the roles of the elderly are changing and other than the traditional roles that are given to the elderly, the elderly acquire different roles such as work, or generating income, raising children and looking after sick family members etc. (HAI, 2001)

5.2.1 Work roles and Self-esteem

The majority of respondents (114) reported that they are involved in different income generating work activities such as petty trade, daily labor, being employed in private enterprises (doing professional, clerical, labor and security jobs), running private organizations, small scale business and also begging. In addition, the majority are not retired. This phenomenon is also stated by Wainwright that in Africa old people continue to work until they become unable and the majorities have no pension. (Wainwright, 2000) Out of the participants who are working, about 86% are engaged in work activities
by necessity. Even those participants who are retired reported that they work by 
necessity. They have reported that they work during their later life because they have no 
other source of income; their pension is small and not enough to support their family that 
they work in order to add on that. Only 14% of the participants have reported that they 
work by their choice. Those who are working by choice have stated that they are working 
in order to spend their leisure time without being bored, to gain strength, to be active and 
because they love their career etc.

As illustrated in the previous chapter, being engaged in work activity has no significant 
difference on the Self-esteem F=.306 P=.581. But a significant difference is observed 
with regards to the type of job the participant is involved and whether they are involved 
by their choice or necessity. The results are F=15.457, p=0.000 and F=3.624, 0.08 
respectively. Highest mean score 44.31 is observed among private organization 
employees, followed by those people who are running their private organizations which 
is 43.12. The lowest mean score 19 is observed among beggars, followed by those 
working petty trade which is 29. The highest mean score 41.6250 is also observed 
among those who work by choice than by necessity which is 33.02.

This finding regarding work roles is opposite from what is mentioned in other researches. 
For instance a research conducted by ESAW stated that work role has a positive 
correlation with self-esteem and old people who work have the highest Self-esteem than
those who are not working (ESA W, 2006). The finding of the study contradicts with other studies may be because in our society the majority of old people do not work for the sake of being active or to have a substitute roles for the lost roles, rather it is a necessity to work for old adults since many do not have pension or any other social security funds or sources of income. The result also shows that those who work by choice have greater mean score which is 41.6250 than those who are working by necessity which is 33.02. Moreover, the highest mean score 40.12 is observed among those who are retired.

These findings are a reverse from the finding of other research conducted by Kossuth and Bengston who indicated that retirement is one source of role loss which makes the elderly give up meaningful roles and challenges the idea they have about themselves and reduce their Self-esteem. (Kossuth and Bengston, 1998)

Though there was no statistically significant difference on the self-esteem with regards to being engaged in the work roles, it was found statistically significant difference in terms of the level of engagement on the work roles. Level of engagement was measured in light of working hours and days. Regarding working hours, those who work full days and half a day has the highest mean scores of 38.42 and 34.31 respectively and those who work day and night have the lowest which is 13. Furthermore with regard to working days those participants who have reported that they work on working days have the mean score of 38.42 and those working three days a week have 38.31 and those working daily or all days have the lowest mean score of 26. This significant difference in terms of level
of engagement in work while engagement in work role doesn't have significant
difference is brought by may be because the type of job which has a significant difference
determines the level of engagement. Those who are private employees and owner of
private organization reported that they work full days in a working days where as those
who reported that they work daily and day and night are those who work petty trade and
begging who have the least mean self-esteem scores.

5.2.2 Social cultural roles

Participation in social cultural roles is examined in terms of the involvement of the
participants in roles that are traditionally and culturally given to the elderly in a society.
About 54.6 % (124) of the participants have reported that they have participation in social
cultural roles. Out of these respondents 70 have reported that they have participation in
two or more of the social cultural roles. Among those who have participation in social
cultural roles, 28 reported that they are involved in arbitration and conflict resolution, 6
reported that they participate only as Iddir leader, 6 iddir and Iqub leader, 6 as traditional
healer 25 as arbitrator and other social cultural roles and 21 Iddir and other social cultural
roles. Statistically significant difference is observed on the Self-esteem with regards to
participation in social cultural roles.
There is significant difference at .05 level of significance among the participants who have reported that they are involved in different types of social cultural role. The mean score of the participants engaged in social cultural role is 54.6 which is higher than those who are not engaged which is 45. Greater mean score 56 is observed among the participants who have multiple social cultural roles (iddir, arbitration, and others) followed by those who have reported that they are engaged in Iddir, Iqub, and others which is 49. The lowest mean score is 32 and 34 which is observed among those participants who have reported that they are engaged in single roles such as Iqub leader and traditional healer respectively.

The partial correlation also indicates that, among the type of roles, social cultural roles have the strongest positive correlation with self-esteem.

It is stated by other researchers that in Africa and other traditional societies, the elderly are given traditionally different roles as arbitrators, conflict resolution, traditional medicine practitioners, custodians of the family, children socializers and these roles give the elderly high status, prestige, and opportunities(HAI, 2001). Modernization theory also indicates that in traditional society different roles and responsibilities are given to old people which intern increases their status and prestige. The theory also stated that because of these roles they are given, the elderly are respected and their words and verdicts are listened by the young generation (Quadagno, 1999).

Hence, participation in social cultural roles helps to build Self-esteem of the elderly since it brings respect and prestige from the society. This is also stated by ESAW that having
the skills to influence others, being respected and approved by others are associated with high Self-esteem (ESAW, 2006).

5.2.3 Family roles and Self-esteem.

In the study, 85% of the respondents have reported that they are involved in different activities in the family. Out of the total participants who have reported that they are involved in familial roles, 61 reported two or more of family roles, 55 reported that they are involved in household management, 14 in only household duties, 14 reported that they are involved in raising children and grand children and 16 involved in caring for sick family members and others etc. The same is also mentioned by HAI that presently, the elderly are involved in various roles in their family ranging from raising children and grandchildren to treating sick family members (HAI, 2001).

Statistically significant difference is also observed in the self-esteem with regards to participation in family roles and type of family roles that is (F=6.51, P=.000) and (F=3.06, P=.005) respectively. Hence this implies that what matters is whether one is involved in family roles or not rather than the type of family roles. On the other hand a study conducted by ESAW pointed out that having children has a strong correlation with the Self-esteem. It is also mentioned that adults living with their spouse, children or others have the highest Self-esteem than those who live alone (ESAW, 2006).
Religious involvement

In the study, religious involvement was studied as one of the activities in which the elderly are involved and which can affect their self-esteem other than the different roles mentioned. Accordingly the religious score was found to correlate significantly with the self-esteem. This was also mentioned, by Quadagno (1999) that religious involvement increases during old age and it helps the elderly have life satisfaction, provides meaning in life and strengthens psychological well being such as Self-esteem.

5.3 Type of roles and self-esteem

From the total number of cases, (183)78.3% have reported that they are involved in one or more type of roles and (44)19.7% do not have any involvement in the roles. As illustrated above, in the study, three types of roles are found which are reported by the participants. Four groups are found with regards to the involvement in the type of role. Some respondents have reported that they are involved in a single type of role like work role and others reported that they are involved in family and social cultural roles, work and family and others the rest reported that they have involvement in all the three types of roles. Statistically significant difference is observed with regards to the type of roles the participants are involved.

The highest mean score (40.27) is observed among those participants who are engaged in all the three types of roles followed by 39.94 who are involved in both family and social
cultural roles and those who are involved in family roles. On the other hand the lowest mean scores 23.226 and 26.59 are observed among those participants who have reported that they are involved in work role only and those who have no roles respectively.

Those who are involved in work role only have the lowest mean score because the majority of the respondents who have reported that they are involved in only work role are those who work the type of jobs such as daily labor, petty trade and begging which are degraded in a society. Hence engagement in a degraded job is not different from having no roles.

This finding is also hypothesized by the activity theory. Activity theorists also mentioned that people construct ideas about themselves from the activities they do and roles they fill in life. Hence being involved in one or more roles during old age or remaining active helps for positive sense of self. In addition to these role losses or disengagement during later life deprives a person of social participation, identity and a sense of Self-esteem (Roadrurg, 1985).

5.4. Number of roles and Self-esteem

According to the analysis conducted in chapter four, numbers of roles have a significant difference on the Self-esteem of the elderly. Those participants who have three roles have the highest Self-esteem score followed by those having two roles. Another research conducted by Reitzes and Murtan in 1994 stated that having multiple roles doesn't
directly affect the self-esteem if other variables are controlled. In this study, statistically significant difference is observed on the Self-esteeem with regards to the number of roles and respondents who are involved in two and three types of roles have high Self-esteem score. However, the result of partial correlation indicates that, the number of roles doesn’t have a significant correlation with the self-esteem.

The significant difference on the self-esteem with regards to number of roles is brought about by the significant differences in the highest mean scores reported by those engaged in all the three roles and those who are engaged in both family and social cultural roles and the lowest mean scores reported by those engaged only in work roles and those who have no roles. Furthermore, a significant difference is also showed between those participants who are engaged in work roles only and those engaged in work and family or social cultural roles.
Conclusion

According to the findings of the study, following conclusions are forwarded.

• In Ethiopia, other than the previous social cultural roles of the elderly, old people are involved in work and family roles such as taking care of the sick, household management, raising and providing economic support for their children and grandchildren.

• Whether one is participating in a work role or not participating, hardly affects the Self-esteem. What matters is the type of work and whether the individual is working by choice or by necessity and level of engagement.

• Participation in a family role has direct effect on the self-esteem. Furthermore, family role is the second role which has a direct relation to the Self-esteem.

• Those who are participating in social cultural roles have the highest Self-esteem score than those who are not participating. There is also significant difference in the self-esteem score with regards to the type of social cultural roles. Moreover, it is also found out that social-cultural roles contribute more to the Self-esteem as compared with other types of roles.
• There is also a difference in the Self-esteem with regards to the type of roles an individual is engaged in. Having multiple type of roles (being engaged in work-social cultural-family roles) and in both family and social cultural roles helps to have good Self-esteem.
Recommendation

Based on the above conclusion, the following are recommended.

- Elderly should engage in work activities that are appropriate to their age and health. They should also be encouraged to work by their choice.

- Being engaged in family roles helps old people. Thus they should be encouraged to participate in different activities such as household management, socializing with grandchildren, etc.

- The social cultural roles that are traditionally given to the elderly are very important to the self-esteem. Hence the elderly should be given the opportunity to participate in these roles. These roles should be recognized and continued to be given to the elderly in the communities.

- In general old people should be encouraged to have multiple roles as much as possible.

- A further research should be conducted on the roles and activities of the elderly and their psychological well beings in Ethiopia. Issues regarding the factors that determine the engagement of the elderly should also be studied.
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APPENDIX


## ከምጋር ወርዝ

1. እንጆ
   - 55-60 65-70
   - 60-65 70-75
   - 75-80 80 እድ ዓላ

2. ሳ.
   - በጥ.

3. እንጆ
   - የኔል የጥ.
   - የጥ.

4. ወወስ ብምወርት ዩና ይህ ችልት ከምዳ?
   - እንጆታት ብምወርት
   - እንጆታት ብምወርት
   - የስ.
   - የስ.
   - ያንገር.

5. የትታወችት/ የኔጆጆችት ወወስ ብምወርት ችልት?

6. እንጆ የኔ.
   - የስ.
   - ያንገር.

7. የስር ብስ ብምወርት ይህ ችልት?(የስር ያስማወርማት)
   - ከ50 እት ከ300-500
   - ከ50-150 ከ500-750 ከ1000-2000
   - ከ150-300 ከ750-1000 ከ2000 ያል.
1. ያለት ውውነት?

2. ያለት ውውነት ይافة ውውነት በማይ በማይ ውውነት ይ peru ውውነት ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ይ peru ዯ
5. ከተማው የላ. ከọ., ከፋዳራለት ከሆ. ከሌ ይህን ትእዛ እርccoli
6. ከፋዳራለ ከፋዳራለ ይህን
7. የማህ ትእዛ ከፋዳራለ
8. ከሌ ከፋዳራለ

1. ይገኛው የማህ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
2. መወከለ ይህን
3. ምስ-

1. የማህ የማህ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
2. መወከለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
3. ምስ-

1. የማህ የማህ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
2. መወከለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋወ-
3. ምስ-

1. የማህ የማህ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
2. መወከለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
3. ምስ-

1. የማህ የማህ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
2. መወከለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
3. ምስ-

1. የማህ የማህ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ ይህን ከፋዳራለ
እንዲሉት ዓመትን ያሳስታ አለባልዎን ገብአር ከም
17. የማራቸው ገላባት ወላች ምዕራ ከትልለው፡፡  
1. ውስብ-ም  2. ከሰራ ከሰራ  3. ከችወ ከወ  4. ከች-  ከወ  5. ከች- ከወ  ከወ
18. የማራቸው እንትርጋት ያስወቀለበት፡፡  
1. ውስብ-ም  2. ከሰራ ከሰራ  3. ከችወ ከወ  4. ከች-  ከወ  5. ከች- ከወ  ከወ
19. የማራቸው ገር ከተረገ እወን ከገጋጆቸው መጠቀለብ ማለለው፡፡  
1. ውስብ-ም  2. ከሰራ ከሰራ  3. ከችወ ከወ  4. ከች-  ከወ  5. ከች- ከወ  ከወ
20. ከስር ዋር ወመሃበት ለስጠቀለት፡፡  
1. ውስብ-ም  2. ከሰራ ከሰራ  3. ከችወ ከወ  4. ከች-  ከወ  5. ከች- ከወ  ከወ

እንግል የሆነ ከመዘገቡ ከማስፈርወሁ!
QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is prepared to assess the self-esteem of the elderly who are engaged in different types of roles and activities. Your participation and valid answers have great contribution to the study. Hence I would like to thank you for your cooperation in providing the information in advance.

Background information

1. Age
   - 55-60
   - 61-65
   - 66-70
   - 71-75
   - 76-80
   - 80+

2. Sex
   - Male
   - Female

3. Living Address
   - Kebele
   - House No.
   - Subcity

4. What is your Educational level?
   - Never been to school
   - Read and write
   - Primary level
   - Secondary level
   - College Diploma
   - University degree

5. If you are willing, how much is your monthly income?
   - Below 50 birr
   - 51-150
   - 151-300
   - 300-500
   - 501-750
   - 751-1000
   - 1000-2000
   - 2001-3000
   - 3000+
Engagement in a work role

1. Are you a retiree?
   Yes_______ No_______

   1.1 If you are retired, how long has it been since you are retired?

2. Are you working?
   Yes_______ No_______

   2.1 If you are working, what is do you work?

   2.1.1 Which one of the listed below are you working?
   - Employee of private organization
   - Running my own company
   - Small scale business
   - Petty trade
   - Labor
   - Others_______

   2.2 Why are you working?

   2.2.1 Among those listed below, other than you have mentioned above, indicate
   why you are working?
   - To add on my income because my pension not enough.
   - Working gives me pleasure
   - To spend my leisure
   - It is my only source of income

2.3 For how many days do you work in a week?
   - Once/twice a week
   - Three days a week
   - Week days
   - Daily

2.4 At what time do you work?
   - Half a day
   - At night
   - Full day
Participation in Social Cultural Role

1. What kind of participation do you have in your community?

1.1 In which of the listed tasks below are you participating?
- Iddir leader/cashier/secretary/etc responsibilities
- In Iqub as cashier/leader/etc responsibilities
- Traditional practionner/birth attendant
- Arbitrator/when conflict between neighbors, marriage partners, individuals arise
- Participate in family association
- Sent as an Elder to ask the bride parents for marriage
- Other __________________________

Engagement in Family Roles

1. With whom do you live presently?
   1. With spouse  
   2. With my children
   3. With my spouse and children
   4. Others ________________

2. Do you have children?
   Yes______________  
   No______________

3. How do you participate in your family?

   Among those listed below, in which one of the tasks do you participate in your family?
   - Raising grand children
   - Household duties
   - Household management
   - Raising children
   - Raising orphans
   - Treating sick family members
   - Others________________

4. Among your children, are there dependents who are under your guidance?
   Yes__________  
   No__________
Religious Involvement

1. What is your religion?
   Muslim___________ Christian___________ Others_______

2. How often do you go to a religious place?

3. Do you read Bible/ QurAn at home in private?

4. How many Sunday/Juma worship programs have you attended last month?
   1. None/ once  2. Twice  3. Three times or more

5. How much help has your religion or participation in religion been to you in making the right decisions in your work or family?
   1. It has no help  2. Has some help  3. Has much help

6. How important would you say membership in a certain religion is to you?
   1. Not important  2. Quite or fairly important  3. Extremely important

7. To what extent has your religion helped you find the answers to the meaning and purpose of life?
   1. Not helpful  2. Helpful somewhat  3. Most helpful

Self-Esteem

1. Do you think you are successful?

2. I think that I have many positive sides.

3. How often does your idea get acceptance from the people?

4. How much can people depend on you (trust you)?

5. I feel that I can do things that other people can do?

6. I wish I were someone else.

7. There are lots of things about myself I would change if I could

8. It takes me long time to get used to anything new

9. I feel that I am worthless
10. I get upset easily
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

11. I wish I have more respect from others
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

12. I feel as if my families are pushing me
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

13. I get discouraged at what I am doing
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

14. It is very hard for me to talk in front of people
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

15. I think most people are better liked than me.
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

16. I can do things by myself without the help of others.
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

17. I can make decisions without consulting others
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

18. I feel that I am happy
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

19. If I have something to say, I usually say it
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often

20. Being with me makes people happy
   1. Never  
   2. Sometimes  
   3. Often  
   4. Very often
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